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a leading european provider of innovative and sustainable architec-
tural aluminium solutions, reynaers aluminium was established in 
1965 and headquartered in duffel (belgium), and now has offices in 
more than 30 countries worldwide.
The company’s products include a wide variety of window and door 
systems, curtain walling, sliding systems, sun screening, conservatories, 
skylights, screens and systems to incorporate blinds and ventilation grids. 
Reynaers Aluminium
www.reynaers.es 
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Diverse Range of Innovative 
and Sustainable Options 

Creating Stunning Designs in Mosaics
domingo muñoz Jiménez was 19 years old when he began 
working on swimming pools, setting up a business called 
decopools. he and his team provided pools for such im-
portant Costa del sol clients as Kempinski hotel & resort, 
las dunas hotel, barceló maría Zambrano hotel, guadal-
pin marbella and puente romano. 
Then, at 37, he suffered a work accident that required 
several back operations, and he had to start from scratch 
again and re-think his options. with a passion for glass and 
stone, he set his sights on mosaics.
Today he also includes led lighting in his work to help 
bring the mosaics alive, and can produce a design from any 
photograph or graphic illustration. every year (february) he 
holds an exhibition in estepona at the Casa de Juventud.     
Domingo Muñoz 
Tel. (+34) 674 283 161 / domingomunozjimenez@hotmail.es
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Tailored Concepts for Real Estate Buyers

Committed to the principle that “the exceptional is seldom enough”, from the 
outset residencias lujosas vitalux s.l. offers clients efficient and personal advice 
on real estate. “our properties aren’t ‘one size fits all’,” emphasises company own-
er doris Kavcic, “but tailored concepts for each individual buyer, including those 
with the courage for individuality.” 
on the vitalux.es website “you will discover a fine selection, a great mix of ex-
ceptional, traditional and high-quality homes, attractively presented. identifying 
these needs means working closely together with customers, and sometimes it 
also requires a creative approach from outside.” 
doris Kavcic explains that, as a real estate expert, she assists clients in this devel-
opment process in order to meet customer requirements, explores their personal 
preferences and proposes a specially suited selection… “earthiness, professional-
ism, many years of experience in the sector and proven contacts, to bring the 
results that convince buyers.”
she notes that the upturn in marbella is obvious. “There are premium estates as top in-
vestments, fantastic living staging and vacation properties where you feel like home.”
Residencias Lujosas Vitalux S.L.
Tel. (+34) 630 565 473  / info@vitalux.es  / www.vitalux.es
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